






The Media



Social Media Traditional Media

How the Media 
Influences me?

New Media







Starter





Not the full story….

For each headline, write down what it makes you 
think about any of the people/countries involved and 
why.

Headline 1 makes me think ......  because .....
Headline 2 makes me think .....  because .....
Headline 3 makes me think …….. because ……









The True Stories ....

Headline 1:

China court sentences drunk driver to death. This rather shocking 

headline graced an American website in 2012 implying that the Chinese justice 
system was now in the habit of executing citizens for what, in the United States, is 
generally a minor offense. 
Many who saw this headline likely read no further: it simply further confirmed 
what they already had been told countless times by the media about the Chinese 
government’s widespread abuse of its citizens.

However, the article itself tells a very different story than this sensationalist and 
misleading headline. It reveals that the 30-year-old man was, in fact, not 
condemned to death for the simple act of driving while intoxicated:

"He was reportedly drunk and speeding in the capital of Sichuan 
province last year when he struck four other cars. Four people were 
killed and another person was seriously injured. He was also driving 
without a license."









Lesson 3







1 -

Alliteration

repetition of the same 

beginning letter 

sound.



3 -Exclamation
when emphasising 

something or using 

humour!

2 - Slang

This uses both 

conversational 

language and puns



5 -Repetition

reinforces an idea.

4 -Exaggeration

when a slight problem or 

difficulty is described as 

something far worse.



7 -Metaphors

direct comparison 

between two 

unconnected people 

or things.

6 - Pun

A humorous play on 

words.



Using one of the Techniques we have learned today – Write a newspaper headline 
that will sell stories the morning after Trump won the Presidential Election.











All newspapers and websites have the Freedom of Speech













https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQ1Zr-
zEwpc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQ1Zr-zEwpc






http://www.debate.org/opinions/should-there-be-
restrictions-on-freedom-of-speech

http://www.debate.org/opinions/should-there-be-restrictions-on-freedom-of-speech






How does the media influence 
public opinion – (Fear of Crime)

Learning Intention -

Success Criteria -



Crime takes place

A News story 
on TV2 minutes





Emotive Language



Statistics



Your Task – News Broadcast

The task sheet explains everything that you 
should try to include. 



Your Task – News Broadcast

You have 30 minutes to prepare your news bulletin. 

Each group will then present it to the rest of the class and 

we should be able to clearly identify what side they are 

exaggerating and biased for.

Unit learning intention; 

I can recognise the existence of bias and exaggeration in the media and 

can identify, with examples, evidence from relevant media sources.

I can discuss the extent to which my choices and decisions are 

influenced by the ways in which I am informed.



Did Well
What did the group do well?
Side
Do you know whether they exaggerated that Youth 
crime in Kirkcudbright was a big problem or not an 
issue?
Evidence
How do you know that they showed exaggeration & 
biased (give examples)
Even better if
How could the news report be improved?



Starter –
Watch the following advert…..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTy
eLJtOprE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTyeLJtOprE




Media presents a misleading 
view of the level of crime. 

Exaggerated view creates 
public concern. 

Related pieces of crime are 
over reported & 

given more significance than 
otherwise would have. 

This keeps 
the issue 
high on the

public
Agenda.

The police want something
done about the problem.

The police are more aware
or sensitive to the problem so 

they discover more crime.

Police records reinforce
the idea there’s more

crime & deviance.

MORAL PANIC

Q - Describe what a Moral Panic is in your own words.



A moral panic is a feeling of fear spread among a 
large number of people that some evil threatens 
the well-being of society.

A Dictionary of Sociology defines a moral 
panic as "the process of arousing social concern 
over an issue – usually the work of moral 
entrepreneurs and the mass media.".

Dictionary definition



London Riots 2011



Using these images, how do you think 

young people were portrayed during 

London riots in the summer 2011?



After watching the 
riots on the TV, 
what may I think 

about young people 
and why?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMvuoGji3yU

As you are watching this short 

documentary take notes about the key 

points of the London Riots.

Think about the different causes of the riots and the 

reaction of people affected.

Who has made this documentary? Why might his 

opinion be different from the BBC for example.

Continue to think about bias and exaggeration 

when viewing all sources in Modern Studies.

12.25

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMvuoGji3yU




I know some of the reasons that people say caused 
the riots.

I can evaluate how significant each of these factors 
were.

I am able to give my own opinion, using evidence & 
judgement, to back up my point of view.



Group Task https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMvuoGji3yU



Q - What was the main cause of the public unrest and 
London Riots of 2011?

•An Introduction 

•Your main argument 

•Other opinions – You must consider other peoples 

•Conclusion













Skills
Finding key information – Lots of information, find the 
important bits within each source.
Co-operation – sharing resources with your peers.



Party Leader. * Number of 
MP’s. *

Party Beliefs. Who supports 
them.

What do they 
want. *

Conservative

Labour

SNP

Liberal 
Democrats

UKIP

Greens

* - Coloured sheets
- Plain sheets



Party Leader. MP’s. Party Beliefs. Who supports 
them.

What do they want.

Conservative Theresa May 318 Hard workers should 
be rewarded in 
society.

Upper – Middle 
Class

Reduce benefits
Get everyone working.
Reduce UK debt.

Labour Jeremy Corbyn 262 Ensuring that the 
govt. represents 
ordinary working 
people and works on 
their behalf.

Working class 
Young voters

Build 200,000 new homes
Lower the cost of University Fees
Raise tax on high earners

SNP Nicola Sturgeon 35 Their main aspiration 
is an independent and 
prosperous Scotland.

Scottish people 
- nationalists

Vote on Scottish Independence.
Keep University free for Scottish 
students.
Protect the services and budget of the 
NHS.

Liberal 
Democrats

Vince Cable 12 The party believes in an 
open society with power 
vested in the people, 
rather than the govt.

Students Free school meals at Primary School.
End British nuclear weapon patrols
More focus on mental-health 

problems.

UKIP Gerard Batten 0 Britain to be independent 
from Europe, wants a 
strong private sector

UK nationalists Leave the EU now and pay nothing.
Increase Defence spending.
Limit immigration to the UK 

Greens Caroline Lucas 1 Sustainability is at the heart of 
everything the Greens believe: 
the party wants to do 
everything possible to limit 
humanity’s impact on the 
environment

Environmentalists,

Left-wingers. 
Raise Tax for high-earners to 60p in 
every pound
Raise the minimum wage to £10 per 
hour
Raise awareness for Environmental 
issues



9
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/search?q=party+
election+broadcast

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/search?q=party+election+broadcast




1) Copy the sentence above in to your jotter.
2) Explain what the underlined terms mean in your own words.







Bias Exaggeration

1. Modern Studies is the best subject in school.

2. Every pupil in S2 has taken Modern Studies next year.

3. The school is freezing cold this time of year. 

4. The science is the coldest part of the school.

5. Wallace is the best S2 class in Kirkcudbright Academy.

6. Every pupil in Wallace will get all As in their exams. 













Democracy & 
Dictatorship

USA

Terrorism Influence of the 
Media


